City of
Richmond

Report to Committee

To:

Planning Committee

Date:

May 8, 2017

From:

Joe Erceg, MCIP
General Manager, Planning and Development

File:

08-4040-01/2017-Vol1

Re:

Richmond Response: Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy Amendment
Bylaw No. 1243, 2017 and RGS Performance Monitoring Guide

Staff Recommendation

1. That the staff report titled, "Richmond Response : Metro Vancouver Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No . 1243, 2017 and RGS Performance Monitoring Guide",
dated May 8, 2017 from the General Manager, Planning and Development, be received for
information; and
2. That the staff recommendation to advise the Metro Vancouver Regional Board that the City
of Richmond supports the proposed Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw 1243 , 2017 and RGS Performance Monitoring Guide be endorsed.

h

eg,MCIP

General Manager
(604-276-4083)

Ianning and Development

Att. 1
REPORT CONCURRENCE
CONCURRENCE OF GENERAL MANAGER

REVIEWED BY STAFF REPOR
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May 8, 2017

Staff Report
Origin

On April27, 2017, Metro Vancouver (MV) Board invited Richmond to comment, by
June 2017, on a proposed Regional Grmvth Strategy (RGS) Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, to
amend RGS Section G, Performance Measures, to enable more detailed and flexible RGS
monitoring and reporting. The proposed amendment is a Type 3 Amendment (i.e., requires a
50%+ l weighted MV Board vote). As well, MV Board is proposing a RGS Performance
Monitoring Guide, to clarify the monitoring and reporting details (e.g., intent, methodology)
which is proposed to be adopted by the MV Board by resolution, after the Board adopts proposed
Bylaw 1243, 2017.
This report supports Council's 2014-2018 Term Goal #5 Partnerships and Collaboration:

Continue development and utilization of collaborative approaches and partnerships with
intergovernmental and other agencies to help meet the needs of the Richmond
community.
5.1.

Advancement of City priorities through strong intergovernmental relationships.

Findings of Fact

The current Regional Growth Strategy was adopted by the Metro Vancouver Regional Board on
July 29, 2011 with the consensus of the 21 local governments in the Metro Region, including the
City of Richmond.
The Strategy includes policies regarding the monitoring and reporting of the Strategy, by Metro
staff in implementing the Strategy. City staff advise that the proposed RGS Amendment is
acceptable, as it will:
enable more detailed and flexible RGS monitoring and reporting which will be useful,
- reduce the number of performance measures, from 55, to 15 key measures which will best
illustrate progress toward achieving the RGS strategies (e.g., climate change, grmvth within
the Urban Containment Boundary, type of dwelling, housing affordability, employment,
transportation),
- use available data which can be regularly acquired in short or medium term intervals, and
- be meaningful over the long implementation of the RGS.
As well, City staff advise that the proposed RGS Performance Monitoring Guide is also
acceptable, as it will clarify RGS monitoring and reporting details (e.g., intent, methodology).
Financial Impact

None.
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Conclusion

Metro Vancouver Board has invited the City of Richmond to comment by June 6, 2017, on a
proposed RGS Amendment Bylaw 1243 and RGS Performance Monitoring Guide, to improve
RGS monitoring and reporting. City staff have reviewed the documents and recommend that
they be supported, as they will facilitate the monitoring and reporting of Regional Growth
Strategy implementation.

y
we, Manager,
Policy Planning
(604-276-4139
Att. 1: Metro Vancouver letter dated March 31, 2017 received April 27, 2017
TC:cas
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ATTACHMENT 1

Board and information Services, Legal and Legislative Services
Tel. 604 432-6250 Fax 604 451-6686

File: CR-12-01
Ref: RD 2017 Mar 31
Mr. David Weber, Director of City Clerks Office
City of Richmond
6911 No. 3 Road
Richmond BC V6Y 2C1

Dear Mr. Weber:
Re:

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Amendment to Section G Performance
Measures

At its March 31, 2017 regular meeting, the Board of Directors of the Metro Vancouver Regional
District ('Metro Vancouver') adopted the following resolution:
That the MVRD Board:
a) Initiate the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future amendment process for a Type
3 amendment to Section G of the regional growth strategy;
b) Give first and second readings to "Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional
Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017"; and
c) Direct staff to notify affected local governments and appropriate agencies as per
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Section 6.4.2.

This letter provides notification to affected local governments and other agencies, in accordance with
Section 437 of the Local Government Act, and Sections 6.4.2, 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 of Metro Vancouver
2040: Shaping our Future (Metro 2040}, the regional growth strategy.
Annual reporting of Metro 2040 is required by Part 13 of the British Columbia Local Government Act
and Metro 2040 Section 6.13.3. Three annual reports have been produced to date, covering four
years of implementation of the regional growth strategy since its adoption in 2011, including baseline
and annual monitoring of the performance measures listed in Metro 2040 Section G. Through the
process of collecting and analyzing data and drafting these early annual reports, opportunities were
identified to improve performance monitoring.
Following a comprehensive review of the performance measures in 2015, staff identified
opportunities to update the performance monitoring program, including an Type 3 amendment to
update Section G of Metro 2040 with improved and more flexible measures based on the results of
the review and further consultation with municipal and partner agency staff.
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Through the proposed amendment, the existing Section G Performance Measures would be replaced
via Amendment Bylaw No. 1243 (Attachment 1). The proposed amendment reduces the number of
performance measures included in Metro 2040 from 55 total measures to 15 Key Summary Measures
that best illustrate progress toward Metro 2040 strategies. The reduced number of measures
facilitates simpler and more useful annual reporting. Additional performance measures are defined
in a draft Performance Monitoring Guideline.
The draft Performance Monitoring Guideline (Attachment 2) provides detailed information about the
intent, methodology, source, and reporting timeline for each measure, including additional technical
measures to support implementation that will be reported online as data is available or useful. The
Performance Monitoring Guideline is intended to be adopted by resolution of the MVRD Board
following adoption of Amendment Bylaw No. 1243. The Guideline offers an added level of
transparency and commitment to performance monitoring, while simplifying annual reporting.
Metro 2040 Section 6.4.2 'Notification and Request for Comments', states that for all proposed Metro
2040 amendments, the MVRD Board will provide written notice of the proposed amendment to all
affected local governments; provide a minimum of 30 days for affected local governments, and the
appropriate agencies, to respond to the proposed amendment; and post notification of the proposed
amendment on the Metro Vancouver website, for a minimum of 30 days.

You are invited to provide written comments on the proposed amendment to Metro 2040. Please
provide comments in the form of a Council/Board resolution, as applicable, and submit to
chris.plagnol@metrovancouver.org by June 2, 2017.
If you have any questions with respect to the proposed amendment or wish to receive a presentation,
please contact Heather McNeil, Acting Director of Regional Planning, at 604-436-6813 or
heather.mcnell@metrovancouver.org. More information and a copy of Metro Vancouver 2040:
Shaping our Future can be found on our website at www.metrovancouver.org.

Chns lagnol
Corporate Officer
CP/HM/Ik

CC: Terry Crowe, Manager of Policy and Planning Department
Attachments:
1. Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1243 (Doc #21326472}
2. Draft Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Performance Monitoring Guideline (Doc#21323218}
3. MVRD Board Report titled, "Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Amendment to Section G
Performance Measures" (Doc #21325338}
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Attachment 1

METRO VANCOUVER REGIONAl DISTRICT
REGIONAl GROWTH STRATEGY AMENDMENT BYlAW NO. 1243, 2017

A Bylaw to Amend
Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw Number 1136, 2010.
WHEREAS:

A. The Board of the Metro Vancouver Regional District adopted the Greater Vancouver Regional District
Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw Number 1136, 2010 on July 29, 2011 (the "Regional Growth
Strategy");
B.

The Board wishes to replace the performance measures set out within Section G of the Regional
Growth Strategy, with consolidated, updated, and clarified performance monitoring; and

C. In accordance with Regional Growth Strategy section 6.3.4 (h), an amendment to performance
measures is a Type 3 amendment.
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of the Metro Vancouver Regional District in open meeting assembled enacts
as follows:

1. The Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Bylaw Number 1136, 2010 is
hereby amended as follows:
Section G, entitled 'Performance Measures', of Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Bylaw Number 1136, 2010 is deleted in its entirety and replaced with Section G 'Performance
Monitoring', attached hereto as Schedule A;
2.

The official citation for this bylaw is "Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017". This bylaw may be cited as "Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017".

Read a First time this

_________________ day of ______________~

Read a Second time this

_________________ day of ______________~

Read a Third time this

_________________ day of ______________~

Passed and Finally Adopted this

_________________ day of ________________, ___

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017
Page 1 of 4
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Chris Plagnol
Corporate Officer

Greg Moore
Chair

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017
Page 2 of 4
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Schedule A

G Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring allows for the informed review and update of the regional growth strategy
as required. Metro Vancouver will produce annual reports on implementation ofthe regional growth
strategy and progress towards its goals using the following measures. Some measures can be monitored
in the short-term (1-2 years) while others can be monitored in the medium term (3-5 years).

Regional Land Use Designations
REGIONAL DESIGNATIONS AND OVERLAYS

Goal2:
Support a Sustainable Economy

As measured by:

EMPLOYMENT IN PRIORITY AREAS

total and cumulative change in hectares
of land in each ofthe six regional land use
designations .
total and cumulative change in hectares of
land in the Urban Containment Boundary
total and cumulative change in number of
Urban Centres
total and cumulative change in number of
Frequent Transit Development Areas
Short-term measure.

As measured by:
percent of regional employment growth
located in Urban Centres
percent of regional employment growth
located in Frequent Transit Development
Areas
Medium-term measure.
EMPLOYMENT ACCESSIBILITY
As measured by:

Goal1:
Create a Compact Urban Area
URBJlJ,J COf'HAii'JMEI\IT

As measured by:
percent of regional dwelling unit growth
located within the Urban Containment
Boundary
Short-term estimate & medium-term cumulative
measure.

average number of kilometres travelled for
commute region-wide
average number of minutes travelled for
commute region-wide
Medium-term measure.
INDUSTRIAL AND MIXED EMPLOYMENT AREAS
As measured by:
percent of land designated Industrial and
Mixed Employment that is developed
Medium-term measure.

GROWTH If\) PRIORITY .A.REAS

As measured by:
percent of regional dwelling unit growth
located in Urban Centres
percent of regional dwelling unit growth
located in Frequent Transit Development
Areas

AGRICULTURAL AREAS
As measured by:
percent of land designated Agricultural that
is actively farmed
Medium-term measure.

Short-term estimate & medium-term cumulative
measure.

66
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Goal3:
Protect the Environment
and Respond to Climate
Change Impacts
ECOSYSTEM HEALTH
As measured by: .
·•

Goal4:
Develop Complete Communities
HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
As measured by:
percent of median household income spent
on average housing and transportation cost

hectares of land inventoried as a Sensitive
or Modified Ecosystem

Medium-term measure.

percent of inventoried Sensitive and
Modified Ecosystems rated high quality

HOUSING DIVERSITY

Medium-term measure.
CLIMATE CHAi\IGE MITIGATION

As measured by:
share of estimated regional rental housing
demand achieved in new supply
Short-term measure.

As measured by:
tonnes and percent of regional greenhouse
gas emissions produced by building and
on-road transportation sources
Medium-term measure.

COMPLETE COMMUNITIES AND HEALTH
As measured by:
walkability
Medium-term measure.

CLIMATECHANGE PREPAREDI\!ESS
As measured by:
climate adaptation planning efforts
(proxy measure)
Short-term measure.

GoalS:
Support Sustainable
Transportation Choices
TRAVEL MODE CHOICE
As measured by:
percent of total trips that are private
vehicle-based
percent of residents within walking distance
of the Frequent Transit Network
Medium-term measure.
ROAD AND VEHICLE USE Ar\ID SAFETY
As measured by:
annual per capita vehicle kilometres travelled
Medium-term measure.

Metro Vancouver Regional District Regional
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METRO 2040 PERFORMANCE MONITORING GUIDELINE

DRft,FT:JANUARY 10,2017

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION
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INTRODUCTI NAN BACKGROUND
Metro Vancouver

2040:

Shaping our

Future
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (Metro

2040), the regional growth strategy, is the shared
vision to guide urban growth in the province's
largest metropolitan region.
Metro 2040 was created, adopted, and continues
to be implemented by Metro Vancouver (GVRD),
21 member jurisdictions and Translink.

The Importance of Performance
Monitoring
The Progress toward Shaping our Future annual
reports monitor regional performance and
provide a framework for discussions of Metro
2040 implementation among Metro Vancouver

Board members, member jurisdictions,
:'
Translink, other regional agencies, and the
general public. Metro Vancouver recognizes the<;:·
important role performance monitoring plays
in the implementation of the regional g~ovvth
strategy and collective decision-ma,~irig:; '· ·.

About this Guideline
The Performance Monitoring Guideline provides
additional, often more detailed or technical
performance measures that are not included
in Metro 2040 Section G, and includes detailed
information about all performance measures,
such as sources, methodologies and monitoring
timelines.
The intent of the Guideline is to provide a
resource to those using the performance
monitoring dat(l{f[lduding regional and
municipal staffarid researchers. In addition,
the Guidelil)~ i~;iqtended to provide an added
level of/tri:fnspare(lcy and accountability in
the pJar:Wiing proces-s;tq politicians and the
c

\

.:

pybljc: Detgjling performance monitoring
methodqldgfes and intents, as they relate to the
pdliciE:;s'ln'Metro 2040 , ensures progress toward
·,.....·
goals''l~being tracked clearly and consistently
over time,

. , \ /;6J'ciui~eiine includes information about
'"~."types of performance measures, reporting
\.'requirements, and communication mediums.

The Metro 2040 performance me{~~res pr60l;de·,," .)he bulk _of the Guideli~e provides detailed
the information necessary to benchiJ,ark and ! • InformatiOn about _the l_nte~t, methodology, data
monitor our progress. Ea,chye§t;t0e'G(ea,ter
~ourc~, and report1ng t1melme for each meas~re,
vancouver Regional Dist~id (GVRD), Board~
~nclud1~g those Key Summary Measures p:ov1ded
reviews the annual rep9fts to evaluate the'state
1n Sec~1on G of Metro 2040, and other detailed I
ofthe region, howwellt\t~are doing;and what
technical measures.
issues may need further attention,/ .
The Guideline can be updated by the GVRD
•.·

·,

/•.

Board if new measures or data sources are
identified in the future.

Performance Monitoring
Requirements
Annual reporting of Metro 2040 is required by
Part 13 of the British Columbia Local Government
Act, and by Metro 2040 Section 6.13.3. A list of
Key Summary Measures (defined in the following
section, and provided on page 8 and 9 of this
document) were adopted into Metro 2040
(Section G: Performance Monitoring).

4
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Reporting Formats
Performance Measures are reported online as
data is available. An annual report is provided
to the GVRD Board and member jurisdictions,
highlighting updates to Key Summary Measures
and providing additional information about
implementation as necessary.
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Procedural Reporting

Cot'-lTEXT MEASURES

Procedural reporting is also conducted annually
and provided to the GVRD Board and member
jurisdictions. The Greater Vancouver Regional

A descript[on of broade1· t1·ends to help make
sense of other measures in the bmader planning
context.

District Regional Growth Strategy Procedures
Bylaw No. 1148, 2011 (RGS Procedures Bylaw) was

These measures are helpful for all audiences
and provide important contextual or background
information, particularly in communications that
tell the story of change or progress.

adopted by the GVRD Board in July 2011 at the
same time as the regional growth strategy. The
RGS Procedures Bylaw includes requirements
for reporting on procedural performance
associated with Metro 2040, such as the number of
amendments processed and resources required to
implement the regional growth strategy. ·

PART!OPATION MEASURES
A measure of what's been accomplfshed by
Metro Vancouve.r,or member jurisdictions
towards achi~ven1ent of goals.

These megsUres_~re primarily for use by planners
Procedural reporting details information about
and anqly~ts to'm.?:Ke comparisons of the effect of
supporting work to implement Metro 2040,
diffe~etrt?policies oncj'given planning challenge
progress on the completion of, or updates to
/
~·<
regional context statements, and Metro 2040
amendments (including status and processing
times for each amendment), as well as information
So~e.Jreasures are reported in the short-term
about costs and staffing related to implementation ··. (every 1"'2years), while some are reported in
of the regional growth strategy.
.. " < · rriedium~tetm intervals (every 3-5 years).
,/ -,--~·~-~-"'-

Measure Types and Purpose.
KEY SUfVIMARY MEASURES
/

/,:

''.':

A measure of fmpact!outcome of'~Qflls .af"ld .. "·
Strategies.
· ·
.

~ '

'-

-

''

-

\

.,

'

Key Summary Measures provfae'arfovervteyv of
how well Metro 2040 Gpals"and Strategies are
being achieved. Key Surnrili3ry Measur.es are
targeted to a broader, non:f:echnical a'u_.dience and
are meant to quickly illustrate prQgr~ss. In annual
reporting, these measures will be'f6mmunicated
as a single number or chart that can easily depict
change over time.

/Measures that are dependent upon Census data
will only be reported in 5 year fntervals, following
the release of Census data and the procurement
of custom run data.
Measures that are dependent on Metro Vancouver
fnventories will be reported in 3-5 year intervals
following inventory updates.
Measures that are dependent on external data
collection, such as Translink's Trip Diary will be
updated following data releases, most typically at
3-5 year intervals.
Metro Vancouver will make an effort to update, or
estimate change for measures on short-term basis
as data and resources allow.

STRATEGY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
A measure of impact/outcome of Goals and
Strategfes.
Strategy Performance Measures provide more
detail on achievement of specific Strategies and
policy actions. These measures are meant to
support implementation of Metro 2040 and are
aimed at a more technical audience. Detailed
datasets will be provided online.
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ETRO 2040 KEY SUM ARY

EASURES

Reports on the Key Summary measures listed in this section will be provided annually. Some measures
can be monitored in the short-term (1-2 years) while others can be monitored in the medium term (3-5
years). Some measures are noted as proxy measures and will be replaced in the future as improved data
is available.

REGIONAL DESIGNATIOI\JS AND OVERLAYS

Goal2:
Support a Sustainable Economy

As measured by:

EMPLOYMENT IN PRIORITY AREAS

Regional Land Use Designations

total and cumulative change in hectares
of land in each ofthe six regional land use
designations

As measured by:
percent of r~gjonal employment growth
located incO.ri:Jan Centres
/:_~ ',• ::~'~;

total and cumulative change in hectares of
land in the Urban Containment Boundary

percentofr'~gional employment growth

locpt~d in Fr~qt..iept Transit Development

Afeas
/'''

total and cumulative change in number of
Urban Centres

/',

,

·.

//

,

,,

,,;,

EMPLBYMENT ACCESSIBILITY

>.

Goal1:
Create a Compact Urban/,6\fea

'\

M~dium-tefm
measure.
,,

total and cumulative change in number of
Frequent Transit Development Areas
Short-term measure.

··

~ '

·.~s m~asb[ed by:
/./ av~age number of kilometres travelled for
commute region-wide
average number of minutes travelled for
commute region-wide

URBAJJ COi\lTAINI'v'iEi\JT

Medium-term measure.

As measured by:
percent of regionald\IVelling'u(litgroVVth
located within the b~ban Contairtment ·. ·
Boundary
" .
. .
Short-term estimate & medlu[n-::terrilcumulative
measure.

INDUSTRIAL AND MIXED EMPLOYMENT AREAS
As measured by:
percent of land designated Industrial and
Mixed Employment that is developed
Medium-term measure.

GROWTH If\! PRiORITY AREAS
AG Rl CULTURAL AREAS

As measured by:

As measured by:

percent of regional dwelling unit growth
located in Urban Centres
percent of regional dwelling unit growth
located in Frequent Transit Development
Areas

percent of land designated Agricultural that
is actively farmed
Medium-term measure.

Short-term estimate & medium-term cumulative
measure.

6
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Goal4:
Develop Complete Communities

Goal3:
Protect the Environment
and Respond to Climate
Change Impacts

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

As measured by:
percent of median household income spent
on average using and transportation cost

ECOSYSTEM HEALTH

no

As measured by:

..

hectares of land inventoried as a Sensitive
or Modified Ecosystem

Medium-t,erm measure.

percent of inventoried Sensitive and
Modified Ecosystems rated high quality

HOUSING

DIVERSITY~

A~ rreas[Jred

by:

snare of estimated regional rental housing
dernand achieved in new supply

Medium-term measure.
CLIMATE CHAI\JGE MITIGATION

····snofHeurrmeasure.

As measured by:
tonnes and percent of regional gf~enhc)use
gas emissions produced by bl.liiding ang
on-road transportation sour(~~
/
//<

Medium-term measure.

COMPLETE COMMUNITIES AND HEALTH

As measured by:
walkability
Medium-term measure.

CLIMATE CH/\1\!GE PREPAREDNESS '

As measured by:

. . . .. .

i

....

climate adaptation plarinitJg ~fforts
(proxy measure)
Short-term measure.

GoalS:
Support Sustainable
Transportation Choices
TRAVEL MODE CHOICE

As measured by:
percent of total trips that are private
vehicle-based
percent of residents within walking distance
of the Frequent Transit Network
Medium-term measure.
ROAD AND VEHICLE USE AND SAFETY

As measured by:
annual per capita vehicle kilometres travelled
Medium-term measure.
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EASURES

REGIONAL LAND SE

Reg(onal Land Use Designations and Overlays
Key Summar-y Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.

Regional Land Use Designations
CHANGE IN REGIONAL LAND USE DESIGf,JATtONS

Key Summary Measure

regional land use

Total and cumulative change in hectares of land in each
designations.
·
Total and cumulative change in hectares of land vyitbfn the

Urba~'ccj:~tainment Boundary.

--~-----------·-·--·---~-----------------~~------P.:.~------------------------------------------···---/,/'

'\

Annual and cumulative measure.
Reported online and in annual reports as

dat~is
~v~Hable•.
.
--,·":-

..

/·--~":'_.. -,~---- ~--

__:..:

---------------------····-·-----L.i~-----····-~~---~_:___
__________________________________ ~-----~---'
\,'-•
.

-------

Metro Vancouver Regional Plar:ming geq,8~1afprc1:he Metro 2040 regional land use designations.

Changes to the regic)nplland use~esignations occur only through GVRD Board adopted
amendments or generaJly consist!:!nt amendments within Regional Context Statements adopted
by municipal Councils ~n9 accg[?ted by the GVRD Board. Cumulative change is tracked from the
adoption of the plan. Major. cirhendments are noted.

Regional land use designations and overlays are key tools in achieving the five goals of Metro 2040.
This measure monitors annual and cumulative change in the designations over time.

8
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~----·------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------

Regional Land Use Designations
CHANGE [N REGIONAL LAt\ID USE OVERLAYS

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Total and cumulative change in number and hectares o(tlrbafLf::entres.
Total and cumulative change in number and hectare,sqf Freq~entTransit Development Areas.
/.·-,-,

\,

'"-"'(.

REPORTrNG & TIMELINE

Annual and cumulative measure.
Reported online and in annual reports as

.---:__

d1tirs~~~qil~t:J!e .

J.-'_-:'

Metro Vancouver Regional Planping gE7c:ldCJt.:J,[or Mgtro 2040 Urban Centre I Frequent Transit
Development Area (FTDA) bouqdpri,e~. ·- -- ___ ,,_

Urban Centres and FTP(\s, and tn,elr boundaries, are identified Regional Context Statements
adopted by municipal CoU,ncilsc:iQd accepted by the GVRD Board. FTDAs are created in consultation
with the member jurisdid:i'2(1Lfyh~tro Vancouver and Translink. Cumulative change is tracked from
the adoption of the plan. Major amendments are noted.

Regional land use designations and overlays are key tools in achieving the five goals of Metro 2040.
This measure monitors annual and cumulative change in the overlays over time.
-

--------- --- --------- -- -------- ---------- -----~--------------- ------------- ----------------- ---------- ------------'
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GOAL 1 MEASURES
Create a Compact Urban Area
Key Summary Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.

Urban Containment
GROWTH WiTHIN THE URBAN CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY
Ul:~bap

Percent of regional dwelling unit growth located within
REPORTING & TIMEUNE

/

'<:.;:-'·7'

·,

Containment Boundary.

'

Annual estimate (mid-year to mid-year). Five-year c::j}rr\ulatiy~fneasure reported following Census
data release.
'·
/
Reported online and in annual reports as

d~~fi__is
ayailabl~)-,; -~

'\~::~ ~~

-

/~

-~

........,

~/~

Metro Vancouver Regional Plapnlhg geodata for the Metro 2040 General Urban Containment
Boundary.
c·
/c
··--

/
/

Five-year intervals: Sta!Jstics San.3{;1~;.Census.
Annually (mid-yeart9-~id-ye,3'r):BC St~tistics, CMHC Completions and Demolitions, Municipal
Building Permits (fo[~stimated ~~~idential growth).
,_

~-~·

..

,,;
'
/-··

..

METHODOLOGY

Residential growth is estimated by Metro Vancouver and reported annually. Employment growth is
reported at 5-year intervals following the release of Census data.
Changes to the UCB occur only through GVRD Board adopted amendments or regionally consistent
amendments within adopted and accepted RCSs. Growth is tracked based on the 2011 Urban
Containment Boundary.

INTENT

Metro 2040 targets 98% of dwelling unit growth to areas within the Urban Containment Boundary.
This measure illustrates the performance of the Urban Containment Boundary as a tool to contain
growth.
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Growth in Priority Areas
RESIDENTIAl DEVELOPf\l'iENT If\! PRIORiTY AREAS

Key Sun> mary Measul-e

Percent of regional dwelling unit growth located in Urban Centres.
Percent of regional dwelling unit growth located in Frequent Transit Development Areas.

Annual estimate (mid-year to mid-year). Five-year cumulative measure reported following Census
data release.
Combined percentage of regional growth
to Urban Centres and FTD.A,s provided in annual reports
.
as data is available. Breakdown by individual Urban Centres andfT"PAs reported online as data is
available.
·
/~

< .· ·

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for Mf;tf'il2040 ,L)[ban Centre/ Frequent Transit
· ',
/
Development Area (FTDA) boundaries.
Five-year intervals: Statistics Canada, custom
, Ceosus
.. ""''·~~-..:;

'.-'

r~~s.',. ·
...

-

Annually (mid-year to mid-year): Residential 8'toWth~,~tl~resestimated based on BC Statistics, CMHC
Completions and Demolitions, Municipal Build(q~P,~rmits~ ·····
\":··

Share of residential growth by l.Jrpan Centr~type and for areas in close proximity to transit is
estimated by Metro 'v'?Jnfouver
andregorted
annually. Detailed figures for Urban Centres and
- "•··::-·
·:-::"':FTDAs are reportep(~tS-year
iritervaJs,following
the release of Census data.
-·'' .....
·., ,,,
-,,
'-.,_-'"_

:~--

Metro Vancouver maintains geod~ta for Urban Centre and FTDA boundaries and submits the
geographies to Statistics C:anad,i,for custom Census data. Boundaries are established and adjusted
through regional contextstat~rnents adopted by municipal Councils and accepted by the GVRD
Board.
.

Metro 2040 targets 40% of dwelling unit growth to Urban Centres, for a total of 31% of dwelling units
to be located in Urban Centres by 2041. Metro 2040 also targets 28% of dwelling unit growth, for a
total of 27% of dwelling units to be located in FTDAs by 2041.

PLN - 164
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Supplementary Measures
The following Strategy Performance, Context, and Participation Measures are supplementary to the
Key Summary Measures. These measures may be reported out online as data and resources are
available. The intent of supplementary measures is to illustrate progress, serve as a resource to member
jurisdictions, and inform implementation.

Contain Development
REMAINING URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Strategy Performance Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Percent of regional dwelling unit growth occurring in remaining General Urban areas.
Net change in number of hectares of remaining General Urban areq;;.
,{
--;_-;-~-

REPORTING & Tirv1EUNE

/(

-,
''\,

Annual estimate (mid-year to mid-year).
Reported online annually.

/
--

SOURCE

.. -··-·--· -·--·

' .:."'

--

'·,,,:~·-~--------

'' --.,

"·

:'

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for:remainJflg<Jreas~n the Metro 2040 General Urban
designation.
· · · .,
/
j/

BC Statistics, CMHC Completions angq5.ernolitions
~

/<:

METHODOLOGY

11:1~

Municipal Building Permits.

...<-=_-'-:::</£-.o,"·-<·~~--------

............... ·······-·

Remaining urban areas c;u:.~ lands~h£tt Hay~.~ General Urban designation, but are not yet substantially
developed. These arepsJiave been'iQentifiepthrough aerial photos and assessment of municipal plans.
Absorption estimates ar~ I:Jased on aha lysis of the above residential development statistics sources.
'\;-:, -.-~·.

/[-~·

·:

/"',

INTENT

Metro Vancouver estimates that 75% to 80% of growth will occur through infill or redevelopment
in established General Urban areas. The remaining 20-25% will occur through new development in
remaining General Urban areas.
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Contain Development
Af\!NUAL GROVv'TH

Context Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Annual regional and municipal population growth.
Annual regional and municipal dwelling unit growth.
Annual regional and municipal employment growth.
REPORTING & TIMELINE
,{:,"--·

<

Annual estimate (mid-year to mid-year). Five-year cumulative rneasure repor~ed following Census data
/ .·· ··
'
release.
Reported online annually.

SOURCE

Five-year intervals: Statistics Canada,

C~nsus,.

Annually (mid-year to mid-year): ~g::statistiss, CMHC'~s:>mpletions and Demolitions, Municipal Building
Permits (for population and dwelfirig,unit,s). AnqyC)I ~~gional employment estimated as a percentage of
total population.
''· , ,/ · ~ ----~
'<,:'~,-,

'
--···---··-

REPORTING METHODOLOGY & TIMEUf\lE ·.

Total and growth in popblation and dwelling units reported annually for Metro Vancouver and member
jurisdictions based on Metio:J?n5g~v~r analysis; 5-year reporting from Census, including estimated
Census undercount.
, ·
Total and growth in employment reported annually for Metro Vancouver (estimated as a percentage
of the total population) and on 5-year basis for the region and member jurisdictions from Census,
including estimated Census undercount.

INTENT

Growth projections are generated by a regional growth model and confirmed with member
jurisdictions. The projections are not targets. Growth that vastly and consistently differs from the
projections may trigger an update to the growth model, and potential policy considerations.

PLN - 166
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Gmwth in Pl-iority Al-eas
DEI\JS!TY ll\l PRIORITY AREAS

Stt·ategy Petformance Measut·e
AS MEASURED BY

Average number of dwelling units per hectare of land with a General Urban designation within
Urban Centres.
Average number of dwelling units per hectare of land with
Frequent Development Areas.

a General Urban designation within

Average number of dwelling units per hectare of land with a General Urban designation outside of
Urban Centres and Frequent Development Areas within the Urban Containment Boundary.
REPORTING & TIMELINE

Five-year estimate.
Reported online every five-years.

________ L::
SOURCE

/

/

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for lands ~#b a 1y1~tio 2040 General Urban designation and
Urban Centre I Frequent Transit Development Area (FTDA}!z9~hdaries.
-: _- ' -~>~t-.

".;- ) .-

Metro Vancouver Growth Model (traffic zone an?lysl~):c?,t,(3tistic5.;8f1nada custom Census runs; BC
Statistics, CMHC Completions and Demolitions, Mllf1ici8~JE;ljjjlqidgPermits.
, ,/

..

--

~--:~--~,~

'

'"<C )'

- ·----------

i ·.
'.
--< \:~·
_/(-~c--- ' . ' .
Density is measured as a ratio ofdWE;IIingJjhltsJi~f,Metto 2040 General Urban area (hectares) and Urban
Centre I FTDA geographies. Tbg.me~s.uf~ is best Ulustrated graphically with Urban Centre and FTDA
METHODOLOGY

/

boundaries, and the Fregu~fitTh~n~Jt N~~?rk overlaid .
.c"

.

"\''''

\

This measure is not m9nitored anndaHy
as.thanges would not accurately depict long-term trends.
,..
'\''

-

'"

INTENT

-

-.

,/

-_----~------

·-.,

Higher density growth is anticipated to occur in Urban Centres, particularly Regional CitY Centres, and in
areas along the Frequent Transit Network.
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Protect Other Lands
SEWER SERVICE COI"'NECTfOf';JS

Strategy Pe1formance Measure

AS MEASURED BY
Number and status of new regional sewerage service connection applications made for areas
outside of the Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) to lands with an Agricultural, Rural, or
Conservation and Recreation regional designation.
REPORTING & TIMEW..!E

Annual measure Uanuary to December).
Reported online annually.
/

,~/t;.~,

SOURCE
Metro Vancouver Liquid Waste Services and Regional Planning Repartm~nts.

, - _" .

·,<~

-.

".
·~

'

-~ .

METHODOLOGY

Status of Metro Vancouver applications (submitted, apprOQ,ed/d~nied, or under consideration) by
designation area outside of the UCB, and perce9~qf total appJi~C!tions outside of the UCB for the
< < _"-,,calendar year Uanuary to December).

INTENT

/
/_/

·· ... ·

'.'

While sewerage extensions beyog<{the Uri?§H ContaidtJlent Boundary are generally not expected, Metro
2040 and associated guidelines a11qY¥Jo~y<:JreX:f~ll?'ibns under certain exceptions. Sewerage extension
applications may be approv~qvyithdutf'esulting in net increase in sewerage connections outside of
the UCB.
/:< . .
.

a

<,-,

.,

-~ '~~-.--,.---··--

PLN - 168
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Protect Other Lands
RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Strategy Pe1formance l\<1easure
AS MEASURED BY

Number of new residential developments by type and municipality on land designated Rural.
REPORTING & TIMEUNE

Annual estimate (mid-year to mid-year).
Reported online annually.

SOURCE

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata of lands with a Rural regional
designation.
,-<"
~0

--

BC Statistics, CMHC Completions and Demolitions and MunicipaJ(ti3ui,ldii)g;permits.
_/;•,
.,.,.,
-

-

·------

/<

-·---~-·-

....

___ _

, _"

/ / ( : > ,,
----------)-,
-------·-----····-

,/

METHODOLOGY

';

,,

-

-·-

---~ -~;,----..,..
"'·

___ _

(,

/(.;

Total residential growth estimated annually and categorized
as follows:
'" ,,,.,,.,brpadly
"'
large lot single family (one acre or more)
Small lot singe family (less than one acre)

,,

"

/'

Cluster development (lot with mor~t,h<?n one'~nifwheretfle undeveloped portion of the lot is
greater than the developed portLohofth'\= lot).' ,
,//'

-

//

INTENT
About 1% of residential g(o\iirth'i~}:tnticig~t~d to occur on lands designated Rural by 2040 and the form
ofthis growth has imP,Jj{~tfons for'r~gJon'~lj:llanning. The intent of Metro 2040 is to maintain the rural
character of lands with ~l)e Rural de~igpation, however, there is no prescribed density for this lands.
',

~---

;

-

----~-:~;-

'··.
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)

GOAL

MEASURES

Support a Sustainable Econon1y
Key Summary Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.

Employment in Priority Areas
JOB GROWTH iN PRIORITY AREAS

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY
-'

Percent of regional employment growth located in Urbar:rte!ltre.s.
,~·".~T'

T'::-""'"'

Percent of regional employment growth located in Fre_gUent Trarisit,Development Areas.

/---,-

.-._

~:::;c

·-....,

',.

REPORTING & TIMELINE

Five-year measure reported following Censu/s. data rele·a~~\
,·

l

~-

',

-

Combined percentage of regional growth td'l_)[ffab~C:enJres~l}d FTDAs provided in annual reports
as data is available. Breakdown by individualt)~bar:r~eht[e§.and FTDAs reported online as data is
available.
/ -··
·

SOURCE

Metro Vancouver RegiqpgJ-plan~iqggeodata fo~ Metro 2040 Urban Centre I Frequent Transit
Development Area (FTI)A)bo4ncl.arie~.' ..
'<

~'

Statistics Canada 'fus.tom
data
\:'·:·',"·-·''.-,

'

.

r~fis for geographic areas above, Census I
I·~··'

NHS Place of Work data.

METHODOLOGY
Urban Centre and FTDA boundaries are established and adjusted through regional context
statements adopted by municipal councils and accepted by the GVRD Board.
Statistics Canada classifies jobs as having a usual I fixed place of work, working at home, or having
no fixed workplace. This measure includes the total employed population aged 15 years and over
with jobs with a usual I fixed place of work, or working at home.

INTENT

Metro 2040 targets 50% of employment growth to Urban Centres, for a total 43% of employment to
be located in Urban Centres by 2041. Metro 2040 also targets 27% of employment growth to FTDAs,
24% of employment to be located in FTDAs by 2041.
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Employment Accessibility
COMiv'iUTE Tff\!!E AND D!STANCE

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY
Average number of kilometres travelled for commute region-wide.
Average number of minutes travelled for commute region-wide.

REPORTING & TIMELINE
Five-year measure reported following Census and Trip Diar{data rele(lse.
Regional averages provided in annual reports as data)s"available. BreakJ:lo.wn by mode and
subregion reported online as data is available.
/.
· -

SOURCE
Statistics Canada Census I NHS median
and geographic areas. -

comMubh~durati~ns and custom data runs for cross tabs
-

' ·

Translink Regional Trip Diary DCJ;t{OrA':J<;~,Iysis Report, trip length by trip purpose.

METHODOLOGY

Statistics Canada classifiesjob,s as haying a usual I fixed place of work, working at home, or having
no fixed workplace, n1is measure includes the total employed population aged 15 years and over
with a usual plac~ofW,ork or no ff1<ed
workplace address.
.
,-';'

.

,_

'.

.

.

Translink's Trip Diary estif1lat~sJrip data on a typical fall weekday. Each trip is allocated to a trip
purpose, one of which is Wq~k I Post Secondary (including return trips home from those locations).
Trip lengths are estimated fOr each reported trip based on the geocoded locations of trip start and
end points.

fNTENT

Metro 2040 aims to support more employment close to where people live. Average commute
length and duration serve as indicators of employment accessibility. While an overall reduction in
commute length and duration is a positive, analysis of this measure should be carefully balanced
with analysis of Employment in Priority Areas measures, as commute length and duration could
increase as use of transit increases, indicating jobs and dwelling units are locating in close proximity
to transit, but jobs are not being filled by local residents.

PLN - 172
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Industrial and Mixed Employment Areas
!NDUSTPJAL AND MIXED EfV1PlOYMEi'JT LAND USE

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Percent of land designated Industrial or Mixed Employment in Metro 2040 that is 'developed'.

REPORTlNG &TIMEUNE
Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following each update of the Metro Vancouver Industrial
Lands Inventory.

SOURCE
Metro Vancouver Industrial Lands Inventory (Ill).
Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for the Metro 2940Tijfystrial and Mixed Employment
<,
' 'designation.

f\1ETHODOLOGY
The Ill inventories parcels that are regionally or munic!pafly designated or zoned for industrial
uses. Some areas, including the Vancouver)f1t~rnationa[f\jrport, and road and utility rights-ofway, though designated Industrial or MixedEfilpJoyr:r:Ient in' Metro 2040, are not captured in the
.
,,, ' ~,<, '' '
"'
mventory.
.1
,'
,,, .
/
-For the purposes of annual repor:tillg:~~~yelopecl; lands are those with industrial an quasi-industrial
uses. 'Developed' lands may al~qinclude.Jands witt"! some non-industrial uses that are building
intensive and not likely to redevE:!Iop tg ii(dustri(3I_lises. Vacant' lands are those lands that are
anticipated to redevelop to indu~!ri~[uses.SpeCifically, these include lands that are municipally
designated industrial, !Ju!Sl1rrentlyia~e used for agriculture, residential, or resource extraction.

lf\ITENT

is

Metro 2040 aims to ens\J~e.,there sufficient industrial capacity to meet the needs of the regional
economy. Estimated absorpticfri'rates are provided in the Metro Vancouver 2015 Industrial Lands
Inventory- Summary Report; Further information about supply and demand will be made available
through the Industrial Lands Initiative.
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Agricultural Areas
AGRICULTURAL LAND USE

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Percent of land designated Agricultural in Metro 2040 that is 'actively farmed'.
REPORTING & TIMEL!NE

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following each update of the Regional Agricultural Land
Use Inventory for Metro Vancouver.

SOURCE
Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), Regional Agricultural Land Use lnventi5ry (ALUI), The Metro Vancouver
Regional Report and data made available by the MoA.
c/:"
/

'"'

/Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for the Metro
2040 Agri¢ultural designation.
/'-

c:~ '.:,,~-

Agricultural Land Commission geodata for the Agricultu;ai Land
/ / '.·~·

Rese~~(A~R)
boundaries.
''··

METHODOLOGY

The ALUI inventories all parcels that are
or have farm class status.

wit~[nth~-ftLR, hav~ it Metro 2040 Agricultural designation,

'< -·

For the purposes of annual reporting;activelyf,ar'med includes land that was farmed at the time of
the inventory, as well as areas th~f§uppc))i: farrnJng, such as farm buildings and roads. Land with
potential for farming includesl~nds th_?tQRQOt h~ve any significant topographical, physical, or
exiting land use constraints (natiJ[,~ysemi~riat~tal; managed vegetation, or non-built/bare areas.
Land that is unavailableJorf(lrmingi~ land that has an existing incompatible use (e.g. parks, golf
courses, residences),land wittfs[te llCpitations (drainage or topography), or rights-of-way.
''--: :·-

~/··

iNTENT

Metro 2040 aims to

'

.

incr~as~~stiVely farmed land.
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Supplementary Measures
The following Strategy Performance, Context, and Participation Measures are supplementary to the
Key Summary Measures. These measures may be reported out online as data and resources are
available. The intent of supplementary measures is to illustrate progress, serve as a resource to member
jurisdictions, and inform implementation.

Employment in Priority Areas
OFFICE DEVELOPMEf\JT IN PRIORITY AREAS
Strategy Performance Measure
1

AS MEASURED BY
Percent of office space development locating in Urban Centres by Urban Centre Type.
Percent of office space development locating in FTDAs.

/:

Percent of office space development locating within 400 metres/pfJhe Frequent Transit Network or
within 800 metres of a rapid transit station.
./ ·
c.t~',

REPORTING & TIP/IEUNE

, ·.

'"'·~,'

//

Online as data is available.

1

/X

;:''

I

·------,----~---~

SOURCE

.

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata
Development Area (FTDA) boundaries.

',

forMetrbc2p40~rb:caB Centre I
·

/.

1

Frequent Transit

·

Metro Vancouver Office Inventory ~~6.Ciat~);
FrequentTransit Network (FTN) aq~:.r:api9:;}tcin~i~st~tj0h geodata is provided byTranslink; latest
versions are available upon request'. / r
-.
-

METHODOLOGY

.
.
The inventory includes al[of(ices in ~egion 10,000 square feet or larger and is based on commercial real
estate brokers data and mdrijcipaJ,c;i,ata.

'"

/

The FTN is a network where transit service runs at least every 15 minutes in both directions throughout
the day and into the evening, every day of the week. A 400 metre buffer around the FTN is used to
identify a walk catchment (approximately 5 minutes) to frequent transit service, and an 800 metre
buffer around rapid transit stations is used to identify a walk catchment (approximately 10 minutes) to
rapid transit service.
Rapid transit includes SkyTrain and Canada Line stations, as well as Sea Bus if frequent service is
provided, not West Coast Express stations.

I

I INTENT

---l'

-----

I Metro 2040 encourages locating office and retail development in Urban Centres to support employment
1

1

growth in the.se locations a~~ to support the development of complete communities with access to a
range of services and amenities.

I

i

I
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'I

RET.A!L DEVELOPMENT IN PRtORiTY AREAS

Strategy Performance Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Estimated percent of businesses in the retail trade sector located in Urban Centres and Frequent
Transit Development Areas.
Employed Labour Force in Urban Centres and Frequent Transit [le"\/elopment Areas in the retail
trade sector.
REPORTif\.IG & TIM ELINE

(</

Online as data is available.

L_
1

<-·.··/

I SOURCE

/ .···.....
'z. "
Metro Vancouver Regional Plannin~ geodata for Metro~?04Q ~rl:5i(fl,Centre I Frequent Transit
I Development Area (FTDA) boundanes.
\<
/
-- · •
I
\../
Metro Vancouver Dun and Bradstre~:SS~~16ess Data~ase (geodata), purchased by Metro Vancouver.
Some use limitations apply.
// .
.
·
Statistics Canada Census Place

ofWork,d~fc:r:-

."·

'._.

METHODOLOGY
Businesses identified witba primary .Nbrth American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code
beginning in 44 or 45 are cli:(s~!fiedA~:Retail Trade. The Retail Trade sector comprises establishments
engaged in retailing merchandis~; generally without transformation, and rendering services
incidental to the sale of merchahdise. The category includes both store and non-store retails. Retail
establishments include office supply stores, computer and software stores, building materials dealers, !
plumbing supply stores, and electrical supply stores. Catalog showrooms, gasoline stations, automotiveji
dealers an mobile home dealers are also treated as store retailers.
-

'

INTENT
I Metro 2040 encourages locating office and retail development in Urban Centres to support employment
I ~~~~h in these locations and to support the development of complete communities with access to a
~~e of services and amenities.

PLN - 176
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I Employment
I

Accessibility

I Elv'iPLOYfi!!Et\lT LEVELS

I Context Measure
!AS MEASURED BY------------------------------------------------------------~

1·

Jobs to labour force ratio for each subregion.

I REPORT!NG & Tlfi!!ELINE
I

I Online as data is available.

r

SOURCE
Metro Vancouver established subregions based on jurisdictional boundaries for the purpose of Metro
2040 monitoring
/ ·~.·.
/

//

The subregions are:

/·..

.· ·. '
"'-:

..

North Shore (North Vancouver City, North Vancouver DisJr[ct;West\l~n~ouver, and Lions Bay)
Vancouver- UBC/UEL
,
.. ·.
/.~.

"

,' .,

"

Richmond - Delta - Tsawwassen First Nation
Burnaby- New Westminster
Surrey- White Rock

. .

,

·'. '''-.·:· ,-·->-.. ,_

',\-

Northeast Sector (Coquitlam, Port Coquitlarrj}P<5rtM()c:>t:iY• A~·rpore and Belcarra)
Ridge- Meadows (Maple Ridge and Pitt Meado'Vys)/
Langleys (Langley City and LangleJrljdv.(ri?hip) ' / .

Natior~J·i-louse:H(jJdSurvky; including estimated Census undercount;

Statistics Canada Census I
Statistics Canada Labour Force Sunr~y. / / __;,

I [\/iETHODOLOGY

/

>

-:-

'

Statistics Canada classifies jobs as having a usual I fixed place of work, working at home, or having no
fixed workplace. This me~sl.fre include~ the total employed population aged 15 years and over with jobs
with a usual I fixed place ofWqr~.:_9:tworking at home.

INTENT
Metro 2040 aims to support more employment close to where people live. This measure tracks

growth and distribution as context for economic activity and employment across the
II employment
.
1

reg1on.

I
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I Employment Accessibility

;r~ PLO'fMENT TYPES AND LOCATIONS

I

Lntext Measure
AS MEASURED BY
Total number and growth of employment by sector for each subregion.
REPORTrNG & TIMEUNE
; Online as data is available.

I
:SOURCE
Metro Vancouver established subregions based on municipal boundaries for the purpose of Metro 2040
monitoring.
./ ·
/

The subregions are:

/

_. /.. ..',, .
-

',

North Shore (North Vancouver City, North Vancouver DistriCt:; West\,(ancouver, and Lions Bay)
,/;_'

Vancouver- UBCIUEL

-

~"':~

Richmond - Delta - Tsawwassen First Nation
Burnaby- New Westminster
Surrey- White Rock

i•

Northeast Sector (Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam}Pcfit:J\Aoqdy,)XrjbJore and Belcarra)
Ridge- Meadows (Maple Ridge and Pitt
.··...
.

l

Langleys (Langley City and Langley.-:f([W~s.hip) \i

Mead(}l,ys~>~

//·-_

r':.:

·

Statistics Canada Census I Natiooai<HousehOJ~L~[J-~ey(place of work), including estimated Census
undercount; Statistics Canada La6w.1r
For~eSuweyi;.
·
";·'i:- ':'.,/·· _,_.
..,,

METHODOLOGY
Statistics Canada classiflesjobs as having a usual I fixed place of work, working at home, or having no
fixed work location. This rn£!a~ure iochJdes the total employed population aged 15 years and over with
jobs with a usual Jfixed place.§Y:\f\T§rk, or working at home.
Employment is measured by industry sector and industries may employ workers with a variety of
occupations, such as a mining company with an accountant on staff.

L
I

INTENT
I Metro 2040 aims to support a diverse regional economy. This measure tracks employment growth and
distribution as context for economic activity and employment across the region.
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\Agricultural Areas

::::-::--~:,y

~~~?1J

ACTiVE FOOD PRODUONG LANDS

I

Strategy Performance Measure

L------------ ---~-----As fv'iEASURED BY

•

Percent of lands designated Agricultural with active food production.

REPORTiNG & T!MELINE

Online as data is available.

SOURCE

Ministry of Agriculture (MoA), Regional Agricultural Land Use Inventory (ALUI), The Metro Vancouver
Regional Report and data made available by the MoA.
/-,

Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for the Metro 2040 f:\gJ-i~yJ~ural designation.

'< _---

'\.~

), __

Agricultural Land Commission geodata for the Agriculturalt_,ana Reserve (~LB.) boundaries.
/C____

, ,__ ,_,

METHODOLOGY

The ALUI inventories all parcels that are within tb~ ALR, have~JV1etro 2040 Agricultural designation, or
have farm class status.
<t >
--,
~·.,-

For the purposes of annual reporting, lands undet:)ctjy~f(Jbc:fproduction are based on those lands
captured within the ALUI as actively farrfi~dcultiva\e41and and greenhouse area. Food producing
lands include lands actively farmed):.VitnberfX, vege~iJ91e, cereal, vine fruit and nut tree, specialty crop,
mushroom crop barn activities, q_s~well as gregnbouseswith vegetable activities. Actively farmed forage
and pasture land used for livestoc1(act,iyi#_!=saref(i~l0ded, but those with primary horse activities are
excluded. Bare and fallow l?Jpps ~pdl~pcj_~ in transition are excluded. Although some nursery operations
produce fruit trees, berrygushes\~n9 veg~table transplants, they are excluded as they are not the
primary activity. Floricuftdre activitie~.;md greenhouses with floriculture and nursery activities are also
excluded.
-

iNTENT

Metro 2040 aims to increase actively farmed land with an emphasis food production.
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EASURES

GOAL3

Protect the Environment and Respond to Climate Change ltllpacts
Key Summary Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.

Ecosystem Health
SENSIT~VE

ECOSYSTEMS QUALITY AND QUANTITY

Key Summary Measure
·-·-····-··-~-···-·-------.--

.

·--------------~--·-~·

-·

---·-·----·--·-·--···-·-·--·-·-····--------·-·-···-···-········--·----------··-------~------

/1:~

Ecofy~~m.
Percent of inventoried Sensitive and Modified EcosysteQ'(~f~f~~'high quality.

Hectares of land inventoried as a Sensitive or Modified

'"'·"·

'"-

REPORTING & TIM ELINE

/

/

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following<e?~J:l upd~te of the Metro Vancouver Sensitive
,
Ecosystem Inventory.
< ..

:<

ann·[j·~Cr;pqrts~§<Q~ta is available. Breakdown by quality

Regional totals and averages provided in
and subregion reported online as data is ava11~ . ble:~;;
-·

.........- ......................----···--·---;·~c·:':::'.c.~....'o~ .

METHODOLOGY

/

',

................- -..................- .................- ..............- -........._ .. - ·--- ...--.............._. !

/

The Sensitive Eco~y~'te.m lnvento'ry-{SEI) tracks ecosystems throughout the region as a means of
monitoring ecological!jealth. T~eSEI was developed using provincial standards and identifies and
map ecologically significaRtand felatively unmodified 'Sensitive Ecosystems', including wetlands,
older forests and woodland$~ai well as some 'Modified Ecosystems' which are human modified but
still have ecological value and importance to biodiversity (such as young forests).
The 'quality' of a Sensitive or Modified Ecosystem is determined through evaluation of condition,
landscape context and size. Condition is an assessment of disturbance factors within and
immediately adjacent to a the area. Landscape context is an assessment of the land cover around
an area and is a measure of the degree of fragmentation. Size is also considered because larger
sites are generally better able to function more naturally than smaller sites of the same ecosystem.

Metro 2040 aims to protect and enhance natural features and their connectivity. The SEI provides

information about change over time and can help to focus ecosystem protection and enhancement
efforts.
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-·------···········-·----------···-··--····-

·--------- ---·······-········------ -·-·-···-···------·-···-----------··-·····-·····----------·········--·-·-----·--- -----------------···---···········---------------

Climate Change Mitigation
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISS!Of\IS

Key Summary Measure

Tonnes and percent of regional greenhouse gas emission~firdduced by building and on-road
transportation sources.

-~-·-----·----~-- ------- --------- i
/,/> :

/_.

--

~

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following:©a~h UJ?.¢~te of the Lower Fraser Valley
Emissions Inventory.
'"'~ ./.
'-.

-..:,

The Lower Fraser Valley Emissions l.nveqtory ~rgHorec~stand Backcast is developed approximately I
every five years.
·
·

METHODOLOGY

. nformation on the types of air emission sources in the
amount of air contaminants emitted, for the year 2010.
, .. missions inventory are, Carbon dioxide (C0 2), Methane (CH 4),
/?}9fthe g[eenhouse gases, C0 2 is the primary contributor and has the
most relevant implicatibos{or,;c~imate change. Building emission sources include commercial,
institutional and residential;6uildings, and on-road transportation sources include light-duty and
heavy-duty vehicles.
'

Metro 2040 targets a 33% reduction in GHG emissions below 2007 levels by 2020, and an 80%
reduction below 2007 levels by 2050.
·-·····--··-·----····-----····-··-···- ---·-··--·········--·-·-----------···-·············---------------··············----···---····----------·----··········----·--·---···-····-----··-
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~-------------

~----~-------

----------- ----- --------.

Climate Change Preparedness
CLifVIATE ADAPTATION PLANNING EFFORTS

Proxy Key Summary Measure I Participation MeasUI-e
AS MEASURED BY
Climate adaptation planning efforts (proxy measure).
REPORTING & TIMELINE

Online and in annual reports as new information is available.

SOURCE

Baseline information derived from The Climate Adaptation Scan and Gap Analysis Report (2015).
Updates requested from Regional Planning Advisory Committee i'l~;~·ppropriate (approximately
every 2-3 years).
/ -_ ·
/r.

,:,," •,

·-··------------------------------------·-··---------·--·-·------·--······---·-·-·-···--····-····--·-- --------'---;:Lc__-'---···---~:c_·. -------··----------~--------·-------·

METHODOLOGY
policy documents or management
Climate change adaptation efforts are often embe9~~d in
plans, such as Official Community Plans, developm'eQtpla~r_s/aetailed environmental management
plans, general climate change plans, or emergency management plans. This measures specifically
--·tracks natural hazard risk assessments, na~tir~_l -h.~zard m~nagement plans, or climate change
· ::·~ _ .
adaptation plans by municipality.

otper

"'--

'<

INTENT
Metro 2040 aims to improve
earthquake, flooding,

30
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climate change and natural hazard risks (e.g.
interface fires).
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Supplementary f'v1easures
The following Strategy Performance, Context, and Participation Measures are supplementary to the
Key Summary Measures. These measures may be reported out online as data and resources are
available. The intent of supplementary measures is to illustrate progress, serve as a resource to member
jurisdictions, and inform implementation.

, Ecosystern Health
: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EFFORTS

' Participation Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Count of tools I mechanisms used by member jurisdictions to protect environmental areas.
REPORTING &

Tl~/iEL!NE

Online as new information is available.

SOURCE

.

Compiled by Metro Vancouver staff. Confirmed, and up~~tes r~q~ested from Regional Planning
Advisory Committee Environmental Subcommittee as app(9pfjate (approximately every 2-3 years).

'

: METHODOLOGY

Tools and mechanisms to

\_':'

p~otect importaqtenvi~b}lnf~ntal areas may include:

Environmental Management P)ans (EMP;s)
Environmental DevelopmentP~r:rnit fo.f~as{sPfAs)

EnvironmetJ.talJy,?eA'si!~~ Areas (ESAs)
Watercourse protesttori 1:5y!a\.v~
Designated

·•

Tree protection byJaws
Conservation covenciQts
land trusts
Tax exemptions

Metro 2040 aims to protect, enhance, and restore ecologically important systems and features.
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Ecosystem Health
A!R P'OLLUTANTS
Strategy Performance Measure
AS MEASURED BY
.•

Number of pollutant exceedances of regional and national objectives and standards.

REPORTING & TIMEUNE
Online as data is available.

SOURCE
Pollutant exceedances are tracked in the annual
: Management Plan Progress Report produced by Metro

METHODOLOGY

:onr·m.•••ror

and Greenhouse Gas
Air Quality.

)

Exceedances of ambient objectives ancj?~.:l.IJ,dards~t~-;'iiresented using the data from the Lower Fraser
Valley Air Quality Monitoring Netwo~k;"28air,qualitKriJonitoring stations located from Horseshoe Bay to
, Hope. Metro Vancouver operates2? ofthe~e.station'~iQ Metro Vancouver and 6 stations in the Fraser
. Valley in partnership with the Fra''s~t'{allyy.Fegi~!l(ll;pistrict. Exceedances are reported for the following
/·
· pollutants:
-- ·
Nitrogen dioxide
Sulphur dioxide
Ground-level ozone
Fine particulate matter
Other air contaminants

Metro 2040 aims to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, and improve air quality.

PLN - 186
Metro Vancouver Regional District- 142
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----- - - - - -

----- --- -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------------

Climate Change Preparedness
CLIMATE CHAr\fGE PROJECTIONS

Context 1v'leasure
AS MEASURED BY

:•

Regional baseline and change projections for relevant climate variables.

Online as data is available.

Climate Projections for Metro Vancouver (2015 report), supported by
Consortium.

1

Pacific Climate Impacts

METHODOLOGY

The 2015 Metro Vancouver report provides an improved wr§k'rstanding o'fR£()jected local climate
• chagne trends in temperature, precipitation, and relate,d'Indeces,q{ extremes:-The report is intended
· to describe a probable future and enable the region's pl~nner;;(~rlgineers, and policy makers to make
better-informed decisions on how to plan and adapt to cflaB~es.ahead. The full report is available
online and wvirw.metrovancouver.org. Key indiciltor?Jor the'y~ars 2050 and 2080 are provided online
for monitoring, including:
< - ~
Daytime High Temperature

/<_,·
/

Nighttime Low Temperature

,/(

Precipitation (seasonal total,

rn(fi)

Extreme Precipitatio!]Jptehsi):¥11 ~ifl-:.?O~year 1-day event, mm)
/·/

aV~rage)

Snowpack depth (April 1st

lNTENT

Metro 2040 aims to improve the

to withstand climate change. This measure provides regional
climate change projections as context for anticipated impacts across the region.
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GOAL4

EASURES

Create Complete Comn1unities

Key Sumtllary Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.

Housing Affordability
HOUSING+ IRANSPORTATION COST BURDEN

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

/

P

Percent of median household income spent on average h9L[si]"ig +transportation costs.
/

REPORTING & TIM ELINE

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following ~.11~1-~leas~.of
Cens~s:ahd Trip Diary data.
,.
,.

/

\~~'.,:::.:~ '-·

\

/

Regional cost burden provided in annual reports as dataj{~vailable. Detailed housing and
transportation costs, and a breakdown by sy,I:Jregion a'ricj'~edian income level reported online as ·
data is available.
.·· ··•.····· ... ·
": ·

SOURCE

.

/

Statistics Canada Census I Natiqnal Hou~ehold S~ryey. Average annual housing costs for working
households, including rent/rrfqrtgage,~fel\ti,l:es, t9?ces, and fees.
·.. /~ •· --~ --'- ._.}
Translink Trip Diary. Averag~.annli~Ttransit and auto costs for working households (includes transit
fares and cost of ovyl1iB~fan·a,~perahqg;p personal vehicle).
.

,'

-

'

'~"'-..

METHODOLOGY

Cost burden refers to the c,or:flbined household expenditures on housing and transportation relative
to gross household income~~fV1ethodology is detailed in the The Metro Vancouver Housing and
Transportation Cost Burden Study (2015).
Typically, ifa household spends less than 30% of pre-tax on housing costs, then housing is
considered affordable. However, housing and transportation choices are closely linked and
represent the two largest expenditures for many working households.

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to provide diverse and affordable housing choices. This measure provides a

comprehensive picture of affordability in the region.
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Housing Diversity
ESTIM.4TED RENTAL HOUSING DEMAND ACHIEVED IN NE'vV SUPPLY

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Share of estimated regional rental housing demand achieved in new supply.
REPORTING & TIMEUNE

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following the releaseg(Census data.
Regional average provided in annual reports as data is avail~ble. Br:ea]<down by household type and
/. ·
·"· •
income level reported online as data is available.

SOURCE

Statistics Canada Census I National House
METHODOLOGY

Housing demand estimates are provided in Metro 2D40.
Vancouver's Housing Data Book.
' ·../

Rent~ I supply is monitored through Metro
~

Income levels:
Very low income (<$30,000) ·.

.

Low income ($30,090~$,5Q,000) /
,,(<.' .. -~-- .. ,

Moderate incol)l§ ($50,000~$75,0QO)
Above moderas~ income ($75;ooo-$1 oo,OOO)
,.-:

High income ($10(),Qp0+)
Household types:
Family Households
Non-family households
Census family refers to a married couple and their children, if any, of either or both spouses; a
couple living in common law and the children, if any, of either or both partners; or a lone parent of
any marital status with at least one child living in the ~a me dwelling and hat child or those children.
Non-Census families may have one ore more persons.

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to provide diverse and affordable housing choices. This measure monitors rental

supply against anticipated demand as a key part of the housing continuum.

PLN - 190
Metro Vancouver Regional District- 146
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Complete Communities and Health
\NP,LKAB li LITY

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Walkability.
REPORT!NG & TIMELINE

Annual (anticipated) measure reported as data is available.

SOURCE
TBD

·.\

METHODOLOGY
TBD

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to develop healthy and complete com'rl:{q,i]Ities with access to a range of services
/~ .
~•
and amenities.
,,_>--...
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Supplementary Measures
The following Strategy Performance, Context, and Participation Measures are supplementary to the
Key Summary Measures. These measures may be reported out online as data and resources are
available. The intent of supplementary measures is to illustrate progress, serve as a resource to member
jurisdictions, and inform implementation.

i Housing Affordability

I AFFORDABLE HOUSING WITH ACCESS TO THE FREQUENT TRANSIT NETVVORK
j

Strategy Performance Measure

I AS MEASURED BY
Percent and number of social housing I non-market housing with access to the Frequent Transit
Network.
I REPORTING & T!MEUNE

Online as data is available.
~-----··-·--·---·-··-----·-

- · - - - - · - - - - - - · ./·:'

I SOURCE

/-<

i

·,,.

.:-·;

/

>·:

/~

i Metro Vancouver Regional Planning geodata for the Metr6i7Q40 Urban Centre I Frequent Transit
i Development Area (FTDA) boundaries.
·< ·l Frequent Transit Network (FTN) and rapid transit~tatio~geod_atMS provided by Translink; latest
/

j

';--......._'-<-,">,

versions are available upon request. /

. --..

//_

< ·

I BC Housing Homeowner Protection,.0ffice~M~mber.J~risdictions, BC Assessment Authority.
!

,/-

,"

'

:

t

I METHODOLOGY
!

/I.--·' •

,···.

.:·,_

i Housing data is geocodE:d aria-oveilaid Mt~the FTN. The FTN is a network where transit service runs

I at least every 15 min~t~si~ both dir~'GJio~~~tllroughout the day and into the evening, every day of
! the week. A 400 metre b~Jff'er aroundJhe FTN is used to identify a walk catchment (5-1 0 minutes) to
I frequent transit service, arida,n soo:ffi'etre buffer around rapid transit stations is used to identify a walk
I catchment (1 0-15) minutes f0~fa_eid"transit service.
'

~

'

i
i INTENT
I Metro 2040 aims to provide diverse and affordable housing choices. This measure monitors social

i housing I non-market housing development in locations with transit service, a key amenity for residents
in these housing types, as an important part of the housing continuum.
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j

Housing Diversity·

I COMPOSITION OF HOUSING STOCK
I Context Measure
!----- - - - -

- - - - - - - 1'

!AS MEASURED BY

!! •

Composition of housing stock (type, tenure and cost).

I
~PORTING & TIMEUNE
// I Annual estimate and five-year (anticipated) measure reported fojJ,o\Ni8gthe release of Census data.
\ Metro Vancouver provides annual estimates based on

.

CMHQg~lnpleti-dn~<;l{ld Demolitions.
/
/,;'·,,.,

I SOURCE

,,_

/

~~-

/?;,_

'-',_

.-.. /

"''

Statistics Canada Census, not including estimated Census uri'dercount.
/"'''--,·

CMHC Completions and Demolitions and

.

Rent~i~~fk~tA<;:Fi\i'i~)·r~ports.

··-·· ./ -_.-.
Greater Vancouver Real Estate Board (GVRE~), Fra~er•Valley
Re-al Estate Board (FVREB).
\"'
,,,
·-·

"'."'

METHODOlOGY

Type includes:

___

_

,-'"-':

___

'•(:<-

·:: · ·

Ground-oriented

h<?:u~irig·(~h1&1ef~~tlY pnd duplex)

Row housing

</
',,:.,.'"

Apartment housing'( .
'< -Tenure includes:
Owner-occupied
Renter-occupied
Band housing
Average rents are for purpose-built rental apartments with 3 units or more and are provided by CMHC
Market Area. Multiple Service Listing (MlS) Housing Price Index (HPI) is the mid-year average and is
broken down by GVREB and FVREB areas. Improved data sources for market rental costs are currently
being explored.

!.

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to provide diverse and affordable housing choices. This measure monitors housing
supply throughout the region as context for housing diversity.

PLN - 194
Metro Vancouver Regional District- 150
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Housing Diversity
MUf\![CfPAL HOUS![\IG ACTION PLAf'-JS

Participation Measure
- - - - - - - - - · · · - · - - · - - - - - -..- - - · - · - - - -

AS MEASURED BY
Status of municipal housing action plans.
Count of municipal measures to support housing affordability and diversity.

REPORTrNG & TIMEUNE
Online as data is available (approximately every 2-3 years).

SOURCE

Metro Vancouver data.
_./',, ·"'-'-,.,

METHODOLOGY

--j

9<:6~;~

(ado~t~d;updated, or pending), as ~·.'

Metro Vancouver tracks the status of municipal housing
plans
well as measures in support of housing affordability aQd.dfversity; including: •
/rf~<·.

.

-

•/<:-~.····~'"-.;- ·-..,

Fiscal measures

•<:

Planning policies

·x.'\ ...,.,

Zoning/regulatory actions

"

Approval processes
Rental market incentives
Rental housing loss preventi~fi
Education and advocacy

.'\. ...
. .,

INTEt·.JT
'...

-··

". .

·..

-~

\

Metro 2040 aims to provid~ ?iverse afld affordable housing choices. This participation measure

monitors the status and irnpi~I'Tlel"\t-dtion of municipal housing action plans, which assess local market
conditions, identify housing pd{:>_r!!Jes, identify implementation measures which may encourage
new rental housing, where appro'priate mitigate the loss of existing rental housing, and identify
opportunities to participate with other levels of government to secure additional rental units.
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1

1

l Complete Communities and Health
i AIR QUAUTY HEALTH INDEX
I Strategy Pe1formance Measure

~--------------------~--1

I

- - - - ------------

AS f'v1EASURED BY

!•

Percent of hours with the Air Quality Health Index (AQHf) in the High and Low health risk categories.[

I

REPORTING & TlMEL\NE

Online as data is available.

!

--- _______ j
SOURCE

Air quality health index categories are monitored in the annuallntegrat~d Air Quality and Greenhouse
Gas Management Plan Progress Report produced by Metro Vancouv~rt5Air Quality and Climate Change
division.
· ·

i METHODOLOGY

[ Data for this performance measure originate from the 2L0:Wer

Fr~$~r Valley AiR Quality Monitoring

.,

i Network. The AQHI is calculated based on the relative risgs tohliman health from exposure to ground! level ozone, fine particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide.'< '

I INTENT
! Metro 2040 aims to develop healthy aQd~pJl)plete tqiTimunities with access to a range of services and
II amenities. This measure monitors /(3l(qUaliij,. as an iij)portant
element of healthy communities.
\ .
!

L_____________

=---.,..~~~- ------------~------------------·-'

PLN - 196
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[Complete Communities and Health
I HEALTH IMPACTS IN
1

PLAf'JNif~G AND DEVELOPfliENT

Participation Measure

[AS
MEASURED BY
!

:•

Count of official considerations of health impacts in planning and development.

I REPORTING & TiMEUNE

I Online as data is available (approximately every 2-3 years).
'

i! SOURCE
Metro Vancouver data. Updates requested from Regional Planning Ad.vi~. ory Committee Social Issue
Subcommittee as appropriate, based on information derived form M~tt9 Vancouver Health Impact
I Assessment Guidelines.
.
··
·
·,

1

i
1

- - - - - - - - - - · ------T',..-------·---·------

METHODOLOGY

··::!

!

/ ·..

·: .

·..•

I Metro Vancouver collects information about the use o(qeafth ill)pqct assessments in municipal
I
'
·.
. ...
i planning efforts.
·, ! / ·
'·

'

I Metro 2040 aims to develop healthy and

! amenities. This participation
j

i

development.

complete:,SRIJJIDQ"fiitf~~with access to a range of services and

/(/

/

·

(
,/·,'

./~

~,

Pi-ogress Ioward Shaping our Furure
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measureN~-~gsthe tlis~~ohsideration of health impacts in planning and

-----------·
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GOAL 5 MEASURES
Support Sustainable Transportation Choices
Key Summary Measures
The following Key Summary Measures are listed in Metro 2040 Section G: Performance Monitoring. These
measures will be reported out regularly as data becomes available to illustrate progress.
~~-~------~------

-~-~~--------

--

--------------------------------------~~---~--------,

MODE SHARE

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Percent of total trips that are private vehicle based.
Total trips by mode, by region and municipality.

/-'

----------------------------------------------

-------o', ,

REPORT!NG&TIMELINE

/!/

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported

-------'-,:;:.--

-~------------~------'

,,

following'tilierel~6~ofTranslink Trip Diary data.
"'-'-';;/"'-''

Regional share oftrips that are private veh
sed nipi:iJ!~d online and in annual reports as data
is available. Breakdown by mode and mun.-., ....._- ..-,_- 7 ,- ,
"tq!)Jine as data is available.

Translink Trip Diary.

METHODOLOGY

Di.3~)estim~t~s:i::bp d~ta

Translink's Trip
on a typical fall weekday. Each trip is allocated to a mode
(walking, cycling, tr~rsJt, auto pa'~;~enger, or auto driver).
Private vehicle-based tr1ps-incjydk trips by auto driver and trips by auto passenger. Passenger trips
are counted by the numberofpassengers in the vehicle for each trip (e.g. a single auto trip with one
driver and three passengersls counted as one auto driver trip and three auto passenger trips).

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to encourage transit, multiple-occupancy vehicles, cycling, and walking.
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..........

-·---------~-------

-··· --

-- -··-

·- ---·-······-

·---·~·-··········-··-·

··-··-···--·····················-···-···

Percent of population living within walking distance of
------------------------·-·-

.. -···· - - - - · - · · · · · -

...

--·----····-

----- ·------------

REPORTING & TIMEliNE

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following

Statistics Canada Census, including
Frequent Transit Network (FTN)
versions are available upon

· g~odata is provided by Trans link; latest

METHODOLOGY
The FTN is a network)'lfpHe.t(CiiJSlt S~D(ice runs at least every 15 minutes in both directions
throughout the day~nd into the everiiQg; every day of the week. A 400 metre buffer around the
FTN is used to identify a walk catchment (5-1 0 minutes) to frequent transit service, and an 800
metre buffer around'f_~RJd transNstations is used to identify a walk catchment (1 0-15 minutes to
rapid transit service. Cen~y~ Q.issemination Blocks are used to estimate population within these
·· · ·
catchments.

Metro 2040 aims to encourage transit, multiple-occupancy vehicles, cycling, and walking.

PLN - 200
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Road and Vehicle Use and Safety
VEHICLE I<!LOMETRES TRAVELLED

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Annual per capita Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKT).
REPORT! NG & TIMEUNE

Five-year (anticipated) measure reported following the release ofTranslink Trip Diary data.
Regional per capita VKT is repocted online and in annual reports as data is available. Breakdown by
subregion is provide online as data is available.

Translin k Trip Diary.

METHODOLOGY

Translink's Trip Diary estimates trip data on a
Auto Drivers is used to estimate the daily Vehicle
residents. These values are normalized
VKT per capita.

The average trip lengths of
(VKT) of Metro Vancouver
counts to further estimate weekday

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to support n"''""' 1' " ' aniLefficient~ibovement of vehicles for passengers, goods and
-:-::"':"·-~ ·-~-;.,,-,~

"

'. '~--:-'";''' '"'-~-~~-~~-~~ ~-- ~ ·-·

'<:,\: '

-~-~ ~~,~"'- ~-· ~::::_-::::,'~.-~._.
~ ~ ~--~- ~-~------·--~-~---~~~~-~-- -~---

',,';

·:

'
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Supplementary Measures
The following Strategy Performance, Context, and Participation Measures are supplementary to the
Key Summary Measures. These measures may be reported out online as data and resources are
available. The intent of supplementary measures is to illustrate progress, serve as a resource to member
jurisdictions, and inform implementation.

; Road and Vehicle Use
i

INSURED VEH!CLES

Context Measure

Number of actively insured vehicles.
REPORTING & TIMELINE

Online as data is available.

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Report for
Metro Vancouver.

METHODOLOGY

Reports provided monthly. Report

Metro 2040 aims to
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----- -----------------------------,

Road and Vehicle Use and Safety

TBD

COLLISION STATISTICS

Key Summary Measure
AS MEASURED BY

Collision statistics, including fatalities and injuries for the region as made available by ICBC.
··----·---

~---- --··-·-----··--··--~------------~----··---

. --~--------------------··--··------- -- --------->-,_,"_-_- · - ····-····-------------·

----------------~

REPORTING & T!MELINE

Measure contingent on ICBC reporting.
-<.'(
<·· ·souRCE----------------------------------- ---------------------------- 77-c---------------< -------- ---------------

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia data, as avai(~qle.
·,< -·

----------- - ·---------------------

--

-

----------------··--·----------....:::....::..
.
/-

___________ ~---.- - - - - - - - - ----- -·------ ~

•

METHODOLOGY

--------

-

"'7·-

ICBC has made collision injury and fatality statisticsav~Jlabl~_by~egion in the past, however, reporting is
currently being updated.
_/
- './,
---

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to
services.

(

~--~

--

supportti:J~.safe'au~:efficient-~ovement of vehicles for passengers, goods and
·,,··-,,
-.\::

-,
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POTENTIAL FUTURE MEASURES
To Be Explored
This section includes a list of measures that would improve monitoring, but cannot yet be tracked due to
data availability or resource constraints.

TBD

Growth in Priority Areas
MAJOR TRW GENERATORS

Future Strategy Performance Measure
POTENT1AL MEASURES

Number of new Major Trip Generators locating outside of Urban <;E{I}tres and FTDAs.
//;'
,/'

INTENT

/;

,-"

'?

Metro 2040 aims to focus population and employment grow~h't~Urban

the share of private vehcile trips.

G~ntres and FTDAs and reduce
·,~>
"'· .

/.
'

/,/

,(-/,_,.

;

UMITATrON

Requires an established definition for Major Trip~~n~r@tors. ·.. .
'(

·-'·

\., •\

'··.,_,
-~>: ~- :<·:"': -".

·-....._

INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to protect the supply of industrial land, in part through industrial intensification.

LIM!TAT!ON

There are several forms of intensification that cannot all be accurately measured through a single
measure of density (e.g. jobs per area, throughput per area, etc.). An appropriate measure may be
established when resources permit, following the Regional Industrial Lands Initiative.
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· Ecosystem Health

TBD

• ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVIn'

Future Strateg; Performance Measure
POTENTiAL MEASURES

Ecological Connectivity Index.
• INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to protect, enhance, and restore ecologica}JYirnportantsxst.~ms and features.
',,·~.

/

~----·--·--~---------~------------·. ·-·--·----·-·---·---~·---··-·---- -~4•---7/'..
! LIMITATtON

-------~ ------------·----·-~---··-·-__[

,/

• Index may be developed using the Sensitive Ecosystem
• resources permit.
/

lnv~rm:>ry and
' ,

Land Cover Classification when

·,

i

:
j

-- -··-------·----- --

-·-·-------·--\

Ecosystem Health

and Recreation areas.

Metro 2040 aims to protect, enhance, and restore ecologically important systems and features.

LIMITATION

Measure dependent on the Metro Vancouver protected areas layer, which is currently under
development.

PLN - 206
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---·----- -----------------------·---·--- -·- - --------·--- --------

"--

------·- --

-

---------.-----

Climate Change Mitigation

TBD

ENERGY USE

: Strategy Pe1formance Measure
, POTENTIAL MEASURES

Kilowatt-hours energy use per capita and by region.
INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, and improve air quality.

SOURCE

• Detailed data not currently available.

Climate Change Preparedness

TBD

PEOPLE AND INFRASTRUCTURE AT RiSK

Future Strategy Performance Measure
POTENTIAL MEASURES

Population and value of public assets in
INTENT

Metro 2040 aims to improve the

LIMITATION

adaptation efforts is not yet available.
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Climate Change Preparedness

TBD

ECOLOGICAL ASSETS AT RiSK

Future Strategy Performance 1\lieasure
POTEf\.JT[AL MEASURES

:•

Value of ecological assets at risk.

Metro 2040 aims to improve the ability to withstand climate change.

LIMITATION

Detailed data'on specific areas at risk, and associated adaptation
. use of ecosystem valuation figures has not yet been determined.

I Complete Communities and Health
/(;
I SHAPfNG OUR COMMUNITIES PERCEPTION MEASURE'~t;>
~'

!

i Future Key Summary Measure

is not yet available. Appropriate

0
r'.

TBD

"/{
;,,/,::~/

""" ;

[----------

! POTENTtAL MEASURES
To be determined.

,-·-·- -· ·

/

/

-------------·-

! INTENT

-l

/

i Metro 2040 aims to develop healtHYAif1,9~:Cbrrfplet~:<;o'mmunities with access to a range of services and
i amenities.

l

··· ·

/

i LIIVl!TATION

I Shaping our Communiti~sSut:yey i~.planned for 2016/2017. Perception data is intended to provide
I measures related to complete'~Qil)munities and quality of life.
I

'
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TBD

R-oad and Vehicle Use
TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY

Future Key Summary MeasUI-e
POTEf\!TIAL MEASURES

,•

Travel time reliability (variation in travel time from day to day, or week to week).

!NTEf'H
Metro 2040 aims to support the safe and efficient movement of vehicles for passengers, goods and

Metro Vancouver aims to work with Translink on developing a
or congestion.

to travel time reliability

Road and Vehicle Use

TBD

! GOODS MOVEMENT MEASURE

i Future Key Summary Measure
P'OTENTIAL f\1EASURES

Goods movement measure.

1

INTENT

of vehicles for passengers, goods and

, Metro 2040 aims to support the
· services.

liMiTATION
Following the completion
included.

Goods Movement Strategy, a goods movement measure may be ·

--.-------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------------.--------- -.----------------------------------·-'
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APPENDIX I
Index of Performance Measures
Below is a complete list of Regional Planning performance measures related to Metro 2040. Key
Summary (KS) measures are listed in Section G of Metro 2040. Strategy Performance (SP), Context (C), and
Participation Measures (P) are listed in the Supplementary .Measures sections ofthis document.

Industrial and Mixed Employment Areas

REGfONAL LAND USE MEASURES

Designations and Overlays

Industrial and Mixed Employment Land Use
(KS)

Regional Land Use Designations (KS)
Regional Land Use Overlays (KS)

Agricultural Are,a~.
/~-·--'

AgricultwraJ.~and Use (KS)

GOAL I: CREATE /J., COMPACT URBAN

Active{§od

ARE~,

Contain Development

p~9pucing lands (SP)

/

G0AI
THE Ef\!VIRONMENT AND
.
. 3 PRC:tfECT
/

Growth within the Urban Containment
Boundary (KS)

RES~?N:[)rTO CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS

Ecosyst,~m Health

Remaining Urban Development (SP)
Annual Growth (C)

~~n;;itlv~. Ecosystem quality and quantity (KS)

Afr pollutants (SP)

Growth in Priority Areas
/(,

·,.

,,'

'

Residential development in priqf!tyarea~~{KS)
Density in priority areas (SP)

'<

,~,SHmate Change Mitigation
""

Protect Other Lands

......--~--.---....,:

--

//:.'

Environmental protection efforts (P)

/

·,'

~

-

Greenhouse gas emissions (KS)

·--'

,."'
V·

/'

/'

Climate Change Preparedness

Sewer service conned:rons
(SP)
\...:;L;-,-•,_
Rural development (SP).

Climate adaptation efforts (KS)

"'Z':"'""''

Climate change projections (C)
GOAL 2: SUPPORT A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY
GOAL 4: DEVELOP COMPLETE COMMUNITIES

Employment in Priority Areas

Housing Affordability
job growth in priority areas (KS)
Office development in priority areas (SP)

Housing+ Transportation Cost Burden (KS)

Retail development in priority areas (SP)

Affordable housing with access to the Frequent
Transit Network (SP)

Employment Accessibility

Housing Diversity

Commute time and distance (KS)
Rental housing demand achieved in new supply
(KS)

Employment levels (C)
Employment types and locations (C)

Composition of the housing stock (C)
·Municipal housing action plans (P)
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Complete Communities and Health
Walkability Index (KS)
Air quality health index (SP)
Health impacts in planning in development (P)

GOALS: SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION CHOICES

Travel Mode Choice
Transit accessibility (KS)
Mode share (KS)

Road and Vehicle Use and Safety
Vehicle kilometres travelled (KS)
Collision statistics (KS)
Insured vehicles (C)
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Section G

1.1

SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS FOR A LIVABLE REGION

To:

Regional Planning Committee

From:

Lauren Klose, Regional Planner, Parks, Planning and Environment Department

Date:

January 10, 2017

Subject:

Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Amendment
to Section G Performance
(

Meeting Date: March 10, 2017

Measures
RECOMMENDATION
That the MVRD Board:
a) Initiate the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future amendment process for a Type 3
amendment to Section G of the regional growth strategy;
b) Give first and second readings to "Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth Strategy
Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017"; and
c) Direct staff to notify affected local governments and appropriate agencies as per Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Section 6.4.2.

PURPOSE
This report provides the GVRD Board with the opportunity to consider a proposed amendment to
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Section G Performance Measures and the associated
Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Performance Monitoring Guideline.

BACKGROUND
Annual reporting of Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future (Metro 2040}, the regional growth
strategy, is required by Part 13 ofthe British Columbia Local Government Act and Metro 2040 Section
6.13.3. Three annual reports have been produced to date, covering four years of implementation,
including baseline and annual monitoring ofthe performance measures listed in Metro 2040 Section
G. Through the process of collecting and analyzing data and drafting these early annual reports, a
number of opportunities were identified to improve performance monitoring.
Metro Vancouver undertook a review of the Metro 2040 Performance Measures in 2015. At the May
6, 2016 Regional Planning Committee meeting, members were provided with the findings of the
review in a report titled "Metro 2040 Performance Measures Review Project: Findings and Next
Steps". In this report, staff also noted next steps, including developing recommendations to update
Metro 2040 performance monitoring. Staff is now proposing a Type 3 amendment to update Metro
2040 Section G with improved and more flexible measures based on the results of the review and
further consultation with municipal and partner agency staff.

PROPOSED METRO 2040 TYPE 3 AMENDMENT TO SECTION G PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Through the proposed amendment, the existing Section G Performance Measures of Metro 2040
would be replaced with Section G: Monitoring via a bylaw amendment (Attachment 1). The proposed
Section G reduces the number of performance measures included in Metro 2040 from 55 total
measures to 15 Key Summary Measures.
20449392
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These 15 Key Summary Measures were chosen because:
11

•
11

they best illustrate progress toward strategies identified in Metro 2040;
they measures are meaningful over the implementation of a long-range strategy; and
data is available and can be regularly acquired in short or medium term intervals.

Additional performance measures, context measures, and participation measures are included in the
associated Performance Monitoring Guideline (described in further detail in the following section)
and would be reported out on as data is available. Annual reporting, however, will be primarily
focused on the 15 Key Summary Measures that best depict progress toward the goals of the regional
growth strategy. The Key Summary Measures include a few that are interim or proxy measures, and
these may be replaced when new data is available for more robust indicators in the future.
Metro 2040 Performance Monitoring Guideline
The draft Performance Monitoring Guideline (Attachment 2) includes information about types of
performance measures, reporting requirements, and communication mediums (e.g. online as
available, or in annual reports). It provides detailed information about the intent, methodology,
source, and reporting timeline for each performance measure. In addition to providing this
information for the 15 Key Summary Measures proposed to be included in Metro 2040, the Guideline
lists and describes additional technical I detailed measures for each Metro 2040 goal that Metro
Vancouver will track and report on as data is available or useful.

The intent of the Guideline is to provide a resource to those using the performance monitoring data,
including regional and municipal staff and researchers. The Guideline also provides an added level of
transparency and accountability in performance monitoring to politicians and the public.
Process for Amending Metro 2040 and Adopting the Performance Monitoring Guideline
In accordance with Metro 2040 Section 6.3.4(h), the proposed amendment to performance measures
is a Type 3 amendment requiring an amendment bylaw passed with a 50% + 1 weighted vote of the
GVRD Board. In accordance with Metro 2040 Section 6.4.2, if the GVRD Board resolves to proceed
with the amendment process, it will notify all affected local governments and provide a minimum 30
day notice period for comments.

It is intended that the Performance Monitoring Guideline be adopted by the GVRD Board as an
accompanying document, subject to approval of the proposed Metro 2040 amendment. Adoption of
the Guideline provides transparency to the performance monitoring program, and allows for updates
to the broader performance monitoring program without triggering an amendment to Metro 2040.
Regional Planning Advisory Committee Review

1

Regional Growth Strategy Procedures Bylaw No. 1148 sets out provisions for the Regional Planning
Advisory Committee (RPAC) to receive information about, and comment on, all proposed
amendments to Metro 2040. At its November 18, 2016 meeting, RPAC reviewed the proposed
amendment to Section G of Metro 2040 and the draft Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future
Performance Monitoring Guideline. The Committee was provided with two options for updating
Section G of Metro 2040 with the 15 Key Summary Measures. One option included more detailed
measures, as provided in the attached draft bylaw, while a second option (recommended at the time)
included more generalized measures, allowing for greater flexibility in monitoring.
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RPAC discussed the importance of accountability and transparency in performance monitoring and
supported updating Section G with the 15 Key Summary Measures provided there would continue to
be GVRD Board review of any amendments to measures, whether through an amendment to Metro
2040 or through changes to the Performance Guideline. Following the RPAC meeting, staff continued
review of the two options and the Performance Monitoring Guideline and determined the more
detailed option is preferred and better addresses RPAC concerns regarding accountability and
transparency. The amendment as proposed provides more clarity within Metro 2040 itself, and the
Performance Monitoring Guideline further ensures accountability and transparency.
ALTERNATIVES

1. That the MVRD Board:
a} Initiate the Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future amendment process for a Type 3
amendment to Section G of the regional growth strategy;
b} Give first and second readings to "Greater Vancouver Regional District Regional Growth
Strategy Amendment Bylaw No. 1243, 2017"; and
c) Direct staff to notify affected local governments and appropriate agencies as per Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Section 6.4.2.
2.

That the MVRD Board receive for information the report dated January 10, 2017, titled "Metro
Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Amendment to Section G Performance Measures".

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

In accordance with Metro 2040 Section 6.3.4(h}, the proposed amendment to performance measures
is a Type 3 amendment requiring an amendment bylaw passed with a 50%+ 1 weighted vote of the
GVRD Board. No regional public hearing is required; therefore, there are no associated costs withthe
proposed amendment.
Data acquisition and development for performance monitoring is a regular component of the annual
Regional Planning budget. High quality performance monitoring requires regular maintenance of
internal datasets and inventories, noted in long term budget planning.
SUMMARY/ CONCLUSION

Following the development of three annual reports and a comprehensive review of Metro 2040
Performance Measures, staff are proposing an update to the Metro 2040 performance monitoring
program. The update includes a proposed Type 3 amendment to Metro 2040 to replace Section G,
which currently includes 55 performance measures, with a new Section G which would include 15
Key Summary Measures.
Subject to approval of the proposed ameodment to Section G, staff will advance an associated
Performance Monitoring Guideline for Board consideration that, if adopted, would provide additional
detailed I technical measures, as well as informati?n about performance monitoring data sources,
methodology, and intent. The Guideline also provides an added level of accountability and
transparency.

Attachments
1.

{Orbit #20450535}
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2.

Draft Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping our Future Performance Monitoring Guideline
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